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Kaimin. is a Salish word for messages

Bye-bye
busy
signal?

Two more reasons to floss

YUM's dial-up
internet service
may go private
Jason Kozleski
Kaimin Reporter

RICH BAILEY and Jonah White, founders ofBilly Bob Teeth, flash their not-so-pcarly whites. While studying dentistry, Bailey found a
market for the freakish falsies, and now the two have started a business selling them in a variety of sizes and styles.

Dental students take their teeth on tour
Sonja Lee
Kaimin Reporter
Two college students have decided to earn a few extra
bucks by putting their money where their mouth is, and it
seems to be paying off.
Rich Bailey, CEO of Billy Bob Teeth and a senior at
Southern Illinois School of Dental Medicine, and Jonah
White, general manager of the company, have been in
Missoula since Wednesday marketing their line of less-thanattractive dentures.
During their stay in Missoula, Bailey and White said
they sold more than 70 sets of Billy Bob teeth, which range
in variety from the hockey player look to the vampire look.
Bailey said his idea to sell the gag dentures came to him
in class one day.
During one monotonous course on making dentures,
Bailey decided not to conform to the normal ethos of den
ture construction. Using dental acrylic, Bailey experimented
with, teeth of different shapes and sizes, and what he found
was a recipe for success.

Short of cash and strapped with student loans, Bailey
said he was willing to give anything a try. And that’s when
Billy Bob Teeth came into the picture.
“I was hungry,” he said. “Poaching campus squirrels and
stacking Ramen noodles weren’t getting the job done and I
longed for something different.”
Bailey, with the help of a friend under the alias “Crazy
Harry,” sold 40 sets of the teeth in one day. Bailey said
that’s when he knew Billy Bob Teeth was something big.
But making the teeth was just taking too much time for
one man alone, Bailey said, and so he turned to White, a
biology student at South Western Missouri University.
Billy Bob teeth now has distributors in 15 states, and a
Montana distributor is most likely on the way, White said.
Bailey and White have 14 full-time employees and about
two dozen part-time people. Bailey and White said they
decided to check out Missoula on their way to Seattle. White
said once they hit Seattle, a World Wide Web site will be set
up for Billy Bob Teeth so sales can go international.
Bailey and White wouldn’t reveal their income, but said

See “Teeth” page 6

Associate provost says:

Winter break classes may be offered next year
Kimberly Robinson
Kaimin Reporter

Students will have an option
to take classes over winter
break next January if plans for
the first intersession meet with
no hitches, Associate Provost
John Schwaller said Thursday.
But history professor
Michael Mayer cautioned
administrators at Thursday’s
Faculty Senate meeting to con
sult first with faculty before
going ahead with the 1997 ses

sion. If they don’t, it could fail
like last year’s plan, he
warned.
“Intersession fell apart last
year because faculty senate
and ASCRC (Academic
Standards and Curriculum
Review Committee) were not
consulted,” he said. “And it will
fall apart again if things aren’t
done differently.”
Provost Robert Kindrick
assured faculty senators that
he intends to consult with fac
ulty, deans and administrators.

He said by announcing the
plan for the session, he could
begin to get feedback from fac
ulty.
Schwaller told the Kaimin
Dean of Students Barbara
Hollmann is researching how
to staff campus facilities like
health and dining services,
which are normally closed dur
ing the proposed time of the
intersession. Hollmann was
unavailable for comment.
The proposed session will
meet for three weeks from Jan.

6 to Jan. 24, Schwaller said,
and will be considered part of
the regular spring session so
that students can receive
financial aid. Three-credit
classes will meet daily for
approximately two and a half
hours.
Spring schedules are due in
September and will be printed
before Thanksgiving so stu
dents can begin planning for
the session. UM will be closed
for winter break from Dec. 25
to Jan. 5., he said.

Internet users tired of hear
ing busy signals when they
call the university’s mainframe
could avoid the problem this
fall by paying a monthly $12
charge to a private contractor,
the chair of the Information
Technology Policy Advisory
Committee said Wednesday.
ITPAC has written a recom
mendation to contract out its
remote dial-up access service
to replace the current system,
Bill Chaloupka said.
“The phone lines are used to
capacity almost every day,”
Chaloupka said. “And it’s only
getting worse.”
The $12 charge would be
optional and would allow users
to dial-in from their home for
60 hours a month. Those who
don’t want the service, he said,
won’t pay. But they won’t be
able to use th'e university ser
vice to access the internet from
their homes and could have
limited access to e-mail, he
said. Non-payers would only be
able to access e-mail for a max
imum of 10 minutes at a time
from their homes.
Students, faculty and staff
will be able to access the inter
net for free from computer labs
on campus. Chaloupka said
ITPAC is still unsure whether
or not dorm residents will be
charged a fee for internet
access.
The recommendation will be
sent to Information Technology
Director John Cleveland, and
the Request for Proposal will
go out to bidders by early
summer, Chaloupka said.
Faculty and student senates
will review the proposal and
offer suggestions before it’s
sent out.
He hopes to see the priva
tized system operational by
faU 1996.
Currently, 15,000 users
access a system that only has
72 modems, most of which are
outdated. The result has been
an almost inevitable busy sig
nal for users dialing in
between 10 in the morning and
midnight.
“Sooner or later push comes
to shove,” Chaloupka said,
“and dial-in is one area where
it’s happening.”
A contractor would make
the service at UM equal to the
standard in the industry;
meaning more phone lines,
approximately 300-400, and
faster modems. The service

See “Dial-up” page 6
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__ _____ Opinion
Lawsuit dismissal
just plain stinks
^lawsuit against the state over Stone Container
Corp.’s air-pollution permit was recently dismissed by
District Judge Ed McLean. McLean said the Missoula
Air Pollution Control Board, which initiated the law
suit, hasno legal authority to be a public advocate in
this matter.

Kaimin
editorial

The lawsuit challenged that
Stone secretly signed a new, more
lenient smoke-density standard. ■.
with the state Board of
Environmental Review. This raised
the smoke-density limit for the
emissions of the No. 4 recovery boil
er to 30 percent, without public

participation.
Clearly, this stinks in more ways than one. Judge
McLean’s decision reeks of hypocrisy. :
. , When Stone Container privately negotiated the
new standards, they were essentially acting as an.
advocate for the public, the citizens who live under
Missoula’s airshed. By not bringing the issue into the
public’s view, Stone must have figured that
Missoulians would want more emissions in the air,
and did us a favor by going behind our backs and not
bothering us with such trivial matters. They were
speaking for us and saying that we would approve
such an increase in emissions. ,.iu~ , •/•. . ■
Obviously this is not the case, and Stone knows it,
which is precisely why they went behind our backs. If
they would have encouraged public participation,
they would have shot themselves in the. foot because
the outrage would further tarnish Stone s already
shaky repor with the public. I don’t think many peo
ple would be in favor of making our air dirtier to
breathe, and uglier to see.
.•
•
■
r So what will it take then, to file a.lawsuit’tha^?«r
' looks into this matter? Shouldn’t the Air Board be
representative of the general public, looking out for
our best interest? They are part of the Health
Department, and this is a health-related issue.
Clearly, we as individuals don’t have the resources to
file sudh a suit, so who Can we rely on to speak for us?
If Judge McLean needs “public advocates” to repre
sent our views, I guess we’ll just have to line~u;p-at -■ -•
thecourthouse. That seams like the only way.hfeTI Ji$~
ten.
Leaving the public uninformed about such issues,
and then criticizing the Air Board for speaking for the
public and trying to get us involved, makes no sense,
and..is simply hypocrisy.

Stupor Tuesday kills the mood

immediate disposal. Bobbcats took by a hobbled
It’s such a shame
team just 24 min
Column by Nor have I a direct Syracuse
that I have to
utes ago (or, to you the read
conduit to the
waste an afternoon
er, 24 hours ago). About that,
delightful sunlit
like this (actually,
I don’t think I could care less.
world around me:
like Thursday’s...I
Rather, I speak of something
I’m trapped in this
just hope
much more near and dear to
dank, windowless,
today/Friday is as
me: the bulldozing of Pat
freezing hole I call
stellar. Ah, but
“The Rat” Buchanan by
my home. Also, the
now I’ve jinxed it,
Senator Dull—er, Dole oh
smooth, relaxing
haven’t I? Got your
Super Tuesday.
feeling of putting
raincoat?). In reali
pep, to paper is lost
ty, whatever force
Indeed, my favorite rodent
on
me,
as
I
know
created our world—
took in the in hindquarters
only the cold, inhu
be it supernatural;
Jason
Tuesday, getting totally shut:
man touch of the
the force of random
out by the Inevitable One.
Vaupel
keyboard (when I
atomic collisions; or
Fortunately, The Rat has
can feel my fingers,
gigantic, supershown no signs of quitting
that is).
intelligent space
the race, meaning that unlike
.Sneeches with nothing to do
his former boss, I WILL have
I’ve heard it’s possible to
on an afternoon but whip up
The Rat to kick around some
circumvent
these,
deficiencies
a new planet-v-clearly had
more.
if
one
is
able
to
think
—
and
one thing in mind when doing
more to the point, print;—so:, gig apd tonics, a tidy
Yet, my heart fills with
those
shiny,
happy
thoughts
pencil and paper set, and
hate at the notion of venting
to which I alluded a para
plenty of introspection and
my spleen on The Rat nowgraph
ago.
Well,
I
can
’
t.
reflection.
that he’s no longer the front
runner. All the fun is goi^.
Nope. No joy is found in
OK, OK. So that’s several
this suburb of Mudville, I tell it would be much akin to gut
things to consider when creting the funding of a newspa
you.
Try
as
I
may,
try
as
I
ating.a planet. Nevertheless;
per to which one won t even .
might, I can’t seem to find
it’s true: afternoons like
grant interviews...somewhat
good
humor
tonight
(hey,
it
Thursday’s are best spent in
pointless and certainly an
the backyard sipping refresh rhymes and it IS night some,
unpleasant form of overkill.
where,
no?).
Indeed,
on
a
day
ing beverages and putting
so fraught with delight for
happy,- sun-dappled thoughts
Ah, but now I’m spiraling
the
layman;
I
wallow
in
sad

to paper.
off on a tangent that needs
ness and despair for the
not be further explored today.
favored target of my derision
Alas, not so if you are a
over the last-several-weeks - ? JSheesh..-Maybe I will go find
.lowly- Kaimin wonk like me.
some gin. It’s all too ugly. «
has been stomped to bloody
On. the contrary, I must con
bits at the feet of a lumbering
fess to lacking all those
Jason Vaupel is in a
above-listed things that make old behemoth.
funk...Or is he just funkalispring afternoons so special.
No, Jocko, I do not speak
cious?
Indeed, I have no gin or other
ing the MSU
soothing beverage at my

...
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of The University of Montana,
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Design Editor............ April Jones
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Designers........... Justin Grigg,
double-spaced. Writers are limited to
Tofer Towe, Kyle Wood
two letters per month. Letters should
Photo Editors..................Seanna
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O'Sullivan
the Kaimin office in room 206 of the
Copy Editors...... Jennifer Brown,
Journalism Building with a valid ID
Susan Minogue, Kathie Hayton,
for verification. E-mail may be sent
Jennifer Savage
to editor@selway.umt.edu Letters
Production Manager. April Jones
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All letters are subject to editing for
Office Manager........... Vicki Warp
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Office Assistant—Dawn Hayes
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March is National Women’s History Month

loria Steinem, editor, writer and activist, is one of the leaders of the
—modern women’s movement; her writing has documented and syPP°
ed the movement since the late 1960s. She was a founder of bo
National Women’s Political Caucus and of “Ms.” magazine, which she says she created
teach women “not how to make jelly, but how to seize control of your life.”
—Provided by the Women s Cente
■
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EVERYDAY DISCOUNTS! Letters to the Editor

10

%
OFF

OFF

All Non-text
Books (students
faculty & staff)

30off
NY Times
Best Sellers
(all customers)

Newly Released
Clotn Editions
(all customers)

* Sorry, we cannot discount special orders

BOOKSTORE
UNIVERSITY CENTER
HOURS:

M-F...8 to 6

Sat.. 10 to 6

UM Jazz Band
Winter Concert
cxx

(rnK
---

f kA . —

Friday,
Mar. 15, 1996
UNIVERSITY THEATRE
8:00 PM

General Public
$3.00

Students
$1.00

ASUM should
revisit Kaimin
budgtet
Editor,
Unlike those who have
recently submitted their unsub
stantiated opinionsto the
Kaimin and to the Senate via
their meeting’s public comment,
I write with a variety of experi
ence that includes service as an
ASUM Senator, Business
Manager, appointed official and
just a member.
Last year’s Senate defeated
the Kaimin Fee proposal for
' very good reasons. Those reaj- sons still hold true. The propos
al was not defeated because it
neglected an accompanying
reduction of the ASUM Activity
Fee. The Senate rejected that
argument because it was based
upon unconstitutional presump
tions on a student group’s future
I funding. The prevailing arguI ment involved philosophical
concerns about organizations
that are clearly composed of stu
dents receiving student money
without scrutiny from the elect
ed representives of the students,
the ASUM senate.
Consequently, I disagree with
this second attempt to “release”
this student organization from
beneath the oversight of student
representives.
Unfortunately, the ASUM
Senate determined not to fund
the Kaimin based upon their
intention to submit a Kaimin
Fee proposal to the students.
This places voters like me in an
awkward position. I philosophi
cally disagree with a new stu
dent fee that ignores the respon
sible oversight of the students’
governing body, but yet that
governing body has left the

group without a budget
BEFORE knowing whether the
students will agree with a
Kaimin Fee at all. This forces
well-informed voters like me to
vote for poor policy in order to
maintain a student group with
a necessary role.
Some will argue that the
issue concerns only a $2 fee, so
why the fuss? First, this $2 fee
becomes approximately $30,000
at current enrollment, a signifi
cant amount of money free from
the ASUM oversight. Secondly, I
trust that ASUM’s oversight of
student money insure I hat it is
managed carefully and respon
sibly. I do not agree the Senate’
manipulates budget plans in
efforts to censor information
printed by the Kaimin. I feel
more confident in the likelihood
of possible mismanagement of
student money under a separate
fee than in the possibility of self
induced censorship based on
budgetary threats. History
shows that threats to the
Kaimin budget based on printed
material find no place in the
final budgeting results. This
year’s cuts reflect a lack of inter
est on ASUM’s part to fulfill its
own role delegated to it by the
students, not budgetary threats.
I insist that ASUM Senate’s
action constitutes an aberration
in regard to the Kaimin constites an aberration. Otherwise,
their commitment from the
work done to gain their position
to their endurance at their
twenty-hour budget meeting
demonstrates amazing self-sac
rifice for student interests.
I encourage ASUM to revisit
the Kaimin’s budget and work
out an agreement that utilizes
the Kaimin’s reserve monies
and ASUM’s zero-based reserve
account so that the Kaimin’s

Clarification

Bouno
?%<WWn
The University of Montana 1996
Summer Employment
Opportunities

The Montana Kaimin reported yesterday the findings of
the ASUM Constitutional Review Board concerning a griev
ance filed by Senator Sean Maloon. In a written statement,
the review board ruled that ASUM President Matt Lee,
with mitigating circumstances, breached his duties by fail
ing to appoint five senators to the College of Technology
Affairs Committee.

reserve
.
monies and
ASUM’s zero
based reserve
account so
that the
Kaimin may
receive funding
for FY 1997 without instituting
a new fee. This proposed
Kaimin Fee works against the
integrity of ASUM and the
ASUM Activity Fee.
In the future, I hope that this
situation will encourage ASUM
and the Kaimin to maintain
more open lines of communica
tion to ensure a more profes
sional, productive relationship.
Lack of healthy communication
is the real problem, not the
method of funding this organi
zation.
7Ve Deines
senior, political pcience and
psychology

CRB found Lee
negligent
Editor,
The Kaimin’s coverage of
the recent actions of the
Constitutional Review Board
(CRB) was, on the whole,
remarkably fair.
However, it is worth noting
that the CRB did not find, as
the headline and the article
incorrectly stated, that Matt
Lee was in “breach of con
tract.”
In fact, we found, as the
CRB opinion clearly states,
that President Lee was, with
mitigating circumstances,
negligent in his duty to recom
mend the correct number of
senators to the College of
Technology Affairs committee.
Though this distinction
may seem small to some, con
sidering the recent legal beat
ing the UM took over a breach
of contract issue and the gen
eral dislike of “dirty rotten
contract breakers” (as my
Contracts professor puts it), it
is a distinction which deserves
clarification.
Be/i Darrow
CRB Chair

Summer Program Dates: June 19-August 3
Secondary Level
Teaching Positions:

.Number of
instructional
hours:

Salary:

English Composition........ ...... $1,250...... ........................ 45
Pre-Algebra........................ ....... $1,250..... ........................ 45
Algebra I............................. ...... $1,250...... ........................ 45

NOW SERVING ALL OF IT, ALL THE TIME
SATURDAY 3 P.M. ~ MIDNIGHT
SUNDAY 3 P.M. ~ 9 P.M.

Geometry............................ ...... $1,250...... ........................45
Discovery Science............. ....... $1,250.... ......................... 45

Ufe Science....................... ........$1,250..... ......................... 45
Photography...................... ........$925....... ........................ 24

Recreation.......................... ........ $925....... .........................24
Anthropology................... .........$925....... .........................24

Art...................................... .........$925....... .........................24

Residential Counselor Positions
(requires living in dorm):
Male and Female Positions...... $1,500 (room and board included)
Position descriptions and application
information can be picked up at:
Upward Bound Office
902 Brantly Hall (East tiling Basement)
University of Montana
Office Phone: 243-2220

RGCTUitmonl

begins March 4
and Closes
._
.

March 27

WE'VE SEEK THE LIGHT
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NAILS
SPRING SPECIAL
Full Set Acrylic Nails

$25

Ask for Dawna

~ Full Service Salon
1819 Holbom •

542-3228

| African Students' Association\
I

i

"Know Africa Series" I
Presents:
•

I
i

"Women's Education in East Africa:
The Experience from Tanzania and Kenya"
Open Lecture by:

Jennifer Mandcl/for the Kaimin

CHARLES COURTNEY, the director of the Montana World Trade Center, sits in his new office at the
Boone and Crocket Club.

Montana World Trade Center opens
to the new Gallagher Business
building next fall.
“Eventually, we may move
there,” he said. “But for now we
With the help of UM busi
will
leave that question open.”
ness students, the Montana
Courtney said the trade cen
World Trade Center is up and
ter will spend five years estab
running, Charles Courtney,
lishing itself with UM, serving
*s
UM
adviser on government
as an “incubator” for develop
and special relations, said
ment. He said he hopes eventu
Wednesday.
ally the center can move to its
Courtney, who is also execu
tive director of the MWTC, said own building and serve as an
international trade center near
the goal of the center is to
the Missoula airport.
improve the ability of Montana
Four UM students are cur
businesses to export goods and
services. He said the trade cen rently employed at the center.
And once the program is fully
ter will also enhance the inter
operational the center will be
national business education
program of the state’s universi integrated as part of the UM
Business Administration cur
ties.
“Right now we’re on the edge riculum. Students at the center
will help businesses analyze
of having a real professional
their import and export activi
operation,” he said.
ties.
The Montana branch of the
The MWTC will offer World
New York-based World Trade
Trade Center Network access,
Center is now located on the
and Montana will have its own
second floor of the Boone and
home page, Courtney said.
Crockett Club. Courtney said
. Internet access for members,
the Montana World Trade
library and database use will
Center might stay at its cur
also be offered through the
rent location instead of moving

Sonja Lee

Kaimin Reporter

Montana center.
Courtney said the center
will target small and medium
sized businesses. Businesses
won’t be coming to the World
Trade Center as clients, he
said, but will be members.
Small businesses will pay a
$200 membership fee to be part
of the center.
The MWTC is a bit different
from the more than 300 centers
in the world, Courtney said.
Because the program works
closely with the university it is
an asset to businesses receiving
assistance from the center, and
is a benefit to students who
gain experience working at the
center.
The center will begin small
and will expand in time,
Courtney said. Expansion will
depend on the number of busi
nesses that become members
and also on federal grants that
will be used to get the center
fully functional, he said.
“We’re going to go one step
at a time and one business at a
time,” he said.

The University of Montana congratulates and thanks
the following for making the University a more diverse
and multicultural community:

Juana Alcala
Jirapom "Dow" Angspatt
Floyd Bearing, Jr.
Carrie Benedict
Joseph Charlo
Brandon Dade
Ian Dorsett
Tina Gottfried
Jennifer Hisatomi
Ronda Matt Howlett

Charlotte Jefferson
Mancia Ko
Aaron Mthembu
Phyllis Bo-Yuen Ngai
Scott Riley
Sangadji
Gregory Tarver
Amie Thurber
Narayanan Valappil
Carol Vondall
Edwin Webster

The campus community is invited to join in a celebration of the
achievements of these outstanding student-citizens
at a reception in their honor.

Tuesday, March 19, 4 - 5:30 p.m.
MOUNT SENTINEL ROOM, UNIVERSITY CENTER

HOSTED BY:
President George Dennison
Dean of Students Barbara Hollmann, Diversity Advisory Council

George Malekela
Associate Professor of Education
University ofDar-Es Salaam Tanzania
March 18 — 7 p.m.
(Monday)

JVlt. Sentinel Room
University Center

Come one, come all! ! !

IWFF
AND THE STUDENT
CHAPTER OF
THE INTERNATIONAL
WILDLIFE FILM FESTIVAL
PROUDLY PRESENT:

*4
WOLF NIGHT
TA PRE-FE5TIVAL EXCLUSIVE SCREENING"

MAKE TRACKS TO SEE AWARD WINNING WOLF FILMS
SPEAKERS WILL BE:
MIKE JIMINEZ, Who works as a Nez Perce Tribal Biologist on the Idaho Wolf
Reintroduction Project, and also has worked extensively on the Ninemile pack.

Diane Boyd, who was recently interviewed by National Public Radio and
has been a forerunner In wolf research in the Northwest

Friday, March 15th, 1996
7pm
Urey Underground Lecture Hall • University of Montana Campus

Donations: $5 Students • $6 General • $12 Family
For information, call 728-9380

Montana Kaimin, Friday, March 15,1996
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Arts
'Grapes' UM's biggest and boldest production
Brian Hurlbut
Kaimin Arts Editor
Walking behind the scenes of UM’s
latest theatrical production, John
Steinbeck’s “The Grapes of Wrath,” can
be a drenching experience if one isn’t
careful. But it’s the audience in the
front row that may get the most wet.

In the front of the stage, replacing
the orchestra pit, is a man-made ver
sion of the Colorado river. At twentyfive feet long, 4 feet wide, and 4 feet
deep, it is a reasonable re-creation
that will put the closer audience mem
bers right on the shore, directly in line
to be splashed.
The small-scale river is just one of

Jordan LaRue/Kaimin

FRANK ROSKOWSKI, Bob Smith and Jonas La Rance inspect the set of Grapes of
Wrath. Roskowski and La Rance are two of many who are responsible for the set’s
authentic 1930s appearance as well as its working rain fall.

posed a another difficult problem: find
the many technical problems scene
ing or building a suitable automobile
designer Patti Henry and her con
similar to the one in the novel and
struction crew had to overcome in
film, one that came out of the late
order to make Steinbeck’s"tale of
1920s. Luckily, the solution was just
struggle and triumph really come
north of Seeley Lake, where a 1929
alive.
Henry says most plays she has been Ford Model A was frozen to the ground
in two feet of snow. The vehicle was
involved with only have one or two
extracted and brought to campus,
large problems to deal with, but the
where a wooden bed
“Grapes of Wrath” has
was built for the back
“a much wider range of
and rollers were
problems.”
What: “The Grapes
installed to help it
There’s more water,
of Wrath”
move easier. Building
too. Above the river
Where: Montana
the bed was also a
hangs a steel pipe, con
Theatre
challenge, as it needs
nected to the pool
When: March 19to carry 13 people and
below through a net
23, 26-30
a whole lot of props.
work of hoses, that
How Much: $10 for
The end result is a
when turned on creates
the general public,
perfect match for the
a very realistic down
$9for students &
play: an old, beat-up
pour effect used at the
seniors
jalopy
with just about
end of the play.
everything you can
These effects are
important, Henry says,
think of in the back.
Henry emphasizes most of the con
because the play is about the ele
struction done for the play was done
ments. The play uses land, air, fire *
and water to chronicle the Joad fami
by students, whose job was to imple
ly’s travels from Oklahoma to
ment the plans she had for the play.
California. Emphasizing the need for
The result of all this hard work is one
such props, Henry says “the river is
of the Drama/Dance Department’s
the first ray of hope out of the dry
biggest productions ever, and judging
country.”
from a few minutes backstage it
And how will the play portray the
should be one of the best. Don’t forget
Joad’s travels? The answer to that
your umbrella.

CalenoL^

“Underfire: A Brief Show of
Woodfired Ceramics” by
Landry Deese, Campbell
Mastin, Mike Kurz and others
will run March 15-16 in the
Art Annex middle room. An
opening reception isFriday
from 5-7 p.m.
Two new exhibits start sixweek runs at the Missoula
Art Museum March 15. “Faux
Post” features artists’ inter
pretation of the postage
stamp, while “Resurrection”
showcases the “non-traditional” Easter eggs of local artist
Mike Winsor.
The Buttered Toast Society
will host a student reading at
Java the Hut March 15 at
7:30 p.m., followed by the
music of Colvin Meloy and
Squinting Bin.
A single buck will get stu
dents into the UM Jazz
Bands’ show Friday at 8 p.m.
Braddy Janet will go on at
9:30 Friday night at Jay’s
Upstairs.
David Brink, John
Thompson and Dirk Lee will
conduct a “Carving Print”

workshop at Fort Missoula
Museum March 16,1-3 p.m.
The workshop is in conjunc
tion with .the Musuem’s
“Illustrated Print” exhibit.
The Riffrats will be at Jay’s
Saturday night for a 9 p.m.
show.
The Crazy Water String
Band will be playing
Saturday night at the Iron
Horse.
Java the Hut will play host
to the acoustic sounds of Big
Sky March 16.
Flutist Angela Schendel
Keedy will give a Senior
Recital Sunday evening in the
Music Recital Hall. Admission
is free.
Soprano Lois Myers will
give a Graduate Recital
Tuesday, March 19 at 8 p.m in
the Music Recital Hall.
The drama-dance depart
ment’s Spring Dance
Showcase runs from March
19-23 and 26-30 in the PAR
TV building’s Open Space.
Performances are at 8 p.m.
with Saturday matinees at 2.
Tickets are $4.

Recilislk Hoik) wood Qiialiltj

Recreational Teeth

Jonah White
General Manager

(800)457-62.49

EMILYSAMBORSKY, a freshman in art from Indiana University, and Chris Kelter, a freshman in art
from the University of.Illinois, study “Blinded,” a ceramic piece by Kathryn A. Matule.

Student exhibit rich in diversity
Lee Douglas
for the Kaimin

From traditional charcoals, acrylics and ceram
ics to scrapped polaroids, paper towel dispensers
and sculpted wax, this year’s Artist’s Collective
Exhibit is both diverse and inventive in media
forms. Dyna Kuehnle creates a mood-setting
scene with her costumed drawer of grandmotherly
leftovers in her piece “After.” Mounted at eye view,
the arrangement of bronzed gloves, hat, scarf and
hair balls strikes a chord of nostalgia. Mothballs
take the symbols to the senses and trinket lambs
arranged on the perimeter carry the imagination
to an assumed tabletop and a dusty room.
Hannah Thompson’s interactive piece, “Go
Ahead. We’re Making More.” is both impacting
and imaginative. The paint-stripped paper towel
dispenser and accompanying waste basket invite
the viewer to go ahead and “WASTE” a woman,
whose image is reproduced on each sheet of paper

and strangely affected by the surreal metals that
surround her.
Clo Bonner brings the natural world into her
touch-me book “How Do I Feel” with her use of elk
antler, tiger eye stone and references to the
Cherokee legend “Patience.” Some 3/8 inch ply
wood pages are titled in braille at mid-length, the
underlying concepts adding a literary dichotomy
to Bonner’s use of the word “feel.”
Gregg Gopp’s “Interpretational Sacrifice” is
original and daring, a detailed wax carving of
Jesus’s crucifixion. Staged on the face of a cross
mounted Bible, this piece lures the eye with its
fine lines and intricate smallness.
The first juried exhibit held, this year’s student
display was hand picked by the Director of the
Holter Museum in Helena. About 70 pieces were
chosen out of the 147 entered, creating an atmos
phere of marked professionalism while artists
were wary of cutting comers. The exhibit will be
on display at the Campus Gallery' in the Social
Sciences building through March 18.
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continued from page 1

Dial-up :UM contract mimics MSU
would be performance based, so
it would expand as demand
grows. An updated service
would answer at least 90 per
cent of the phone calls.
Montana State University
privatized its remote access
service this year. It will be
operational April 2. Their
provider, MCI, guarantees a 99
percent answering rate, said
Eric Lindeen, MSUssnetwork
and systems manager. MCI
provides the same service to
more than 100 campuses
throughout the country,
Lindeen said. UM’S proposal
will be similar to MSU’s,

Cleaveland said, but will have
some changes.
“We have different require
ments,” he said. “Like low-cost
for e-mail.”
The proposed charge, $12 for
60 hours of access, is lower
than similar internet offerings.
America Online, a popular
internet provider, charges
$9.95 a month but only gives
five hours of service, according
to Dan Luman, a service repre
sentative at AOL. Each addi
tional hour costs $2.95.
Lower costs would also
extend to users who make long
distance phone calls to access

the network service on campus.
A private contractor could pro
vide a 1-800-number that
would only cost 10 cents a
minute, Chaloupka said.
Because it’s a private ser
vice, a contractor will require a
minimum number of users. If
not enough register, Cleveland
said, the company would be
given some type of option to
revise its commitments. But he
said he doesn’t think that will
be a problem.
“The priority for the univer
sity to fund these services is
low,” he said. “Those who will
use it, will support it.”

continued from page 1

Teeth:Toothy grins may be worth millions
they have sold thousands of
sets of teeth in the past three
years. Billy Bob teeth sell for
$24.95, but customers will
have to tack on another $2 for
a rotten tooth and $5 for a
realistic gum abscess.
“We’re not millionaires
yet,” Bailey said. “But we’re
optimistic.”
But White added that in
less than five years, they
could be millionaires.
White said that males are
most likely to buy the teeth.

Men with too much testos
terone and those who are
looking for some attention
bring in the biggest sales, he
said.
But the market isn’t sexist
either, White said. He said
some women use their Billy
Bob teeth to ward off sexual
harassment.
“They’re not just a gag
gift,” White said. “They’re a
very functional gift.”
Bailey said the main rea
son the teeth sell is because

they look real. And open-busi
ness policies, of course, add to
their success, he said.
“We will trade cattle, small
animals, farmers’ daughters,
you name it,” Bailey said.
Selling Billy Bob teeth
might seem a little offensive
to some people, but White
and Bailey said they aren’t
worried about that.
“We’re not running for
office,” White said. “We’re
having some fun and making
some money.”

7-11 a.m.
Gear Check-in
11 a.m.-noon
Workers' Sale
Volunteers must work a
minimum of3 hours and
attend meeting

-

•
noon-5 p.m.
; University Center Mall
Sale Volunteers

1

J '?_■
call 243-5172 to register
'
Mandatory meeting March
!
18,4 p.m., FH 214
■
.i

The Outdoor Program collects 15%
of selling price |

5-8 p.m.

PLEASE
Outdoor Sportsrelated
Equipment Only

Pick up unsold gear.
Gear MUST be
picked up!

BIG A.SS
7TH anniversary,
GRAND RE OPENING,
SPRING SALE.
EVERYTHING IN THE STORE
IO TO 60 % OFF.
@
0

JACKETS AND PANTS
SNOWBOARDS, BINDINGS AND BOOTS.

@

KA YAKS AND PADDLING GEAR.
SKATEBOARDS, CLOTHES AND SHOES.

SAT. MAR. 16TH AND SUN. MAR. 17TH

624 S, Higgins/721.7774/800.296.7774

'In Scared ofSun Spring (Breal^ "96"
CAPITOL REEF NATIONAL PARK
0 Backpacking in sunny Southwest Utah
0 $139 covers transportation, leaders, some group gear & park fees
0 Meetings: Informational • March 27 • 4 p.m. •

Silvertip Sky Divers

Non-refundable $35 deposit is due at this time

Pre-Trip • April 3
4
*
p.m. • FH 214
X? Limited to 20 participants.... sign up early!

PRESIDENT GEORGE M. DENNISON
WEEKLY OPEN OFFICE HOURS
Spring Semester 1996
Wednesday, March 20

12—2 p.m.

Tuesday, March 26
Wednesday, April 3

3—5 p.m.
11 a.m. —1 p.m.

Office hours open to students, faculty and staff
Appointments Appreciated • 243-2311

University Students Get a
15% Discount on a
Tandem Jump
Come Jump with a 3 Time
World Champion
First Tandem Jump: $ 145

Subsequent Tandems: $ 115

Call 251-4338 for

more information

IGO LADYGRIZ-GRINDNC STATE!
MORE HOT DEALS on KEGS

— 8 Gal

RED HOOK HEFEWEIZEN

Missoula
SymphonyOrchestra
& Chorale

"Unfiltered, Deliciously Hoppy"

RED HOOK DOUBLE BLACK
"Big Black Mutha, Made with Starbucks Coffee"
RED HOOK ESB
z
"The Old Standby — Always Satisfying"
I

FULL SAIL AMBER

£

"Always Rich, Smooth & Full Flavored"

fl

— 16 Gal —

FULL SAIL AMBER

"We're Talking A Rad Deal, Dude!"

BLACK STAR LAGER
FREE Black Star T-Shirt with each Black Star Keg Sold

. It's a Beer World At
Worden's
M Winner 1996 "Best Beer
Selection and Prices'1 ,
Missoula Independent
TicketsIInformation
Sponsoredby DfMorois OldsmoMe-GMC & The Missoulian

721-3194

Higgins & Spruce Downtown
549-1293
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Remembering Michael:

HBO documentary honors
local Hospice's dedication
Although most of his eight
and felt a jolt of electricity,”
years of life were spent dying,
said Hospice nurse Andi
Michael Merseal taught every Dreiling. “I felt him thoroughly
one around him about living.
examine me. He gave me the
Michael had an unknown dis
feeling of great life.”
ease that caused his brain to
Dreiling was there for
shrink, and frequently caused
Michael in July of‘94 when he
him to suffer from painful
slipped into a coma. During
seizures. In a three week peri
this coma, Michael endured
od during
many seizures,
November and
and at one
December of
Story and photo point was
1994, he had
given only
by
173 seizures.
hours to live.
After several
After ten days
Andy
Kemmis
unsuccessful
however, a
attempts by
miracle hap
Missoula doctors to diagnose
pened. Michael came out of
Michael’s condition, Michael’s
his coma. He started sitting up
father, Mike, took his son to
on his own, eating, and smil
Helena to see a specialist.
ing. These were things he had
Within 30 minutes the doctor
n’t done on his own for
determined that Michael had
months. He was not done
zero to two years to live. Drugs fighting.
were prescribed to ease
One month later, the hos
Michael’s pain, but none were
pice was contacted by a repre
very effective. As Mike became
sentative from HBO who was
increasingly frustrated with
visiting various hospice orga
traditional medicine, he decid
nizations across the country.
ed to look down different
HBO was researching special
avenues for help. In March of
cases that could be used in a
1994, he contacted the
documentary about the ser
Missoula Hospice, an organiza vices hospice provides.
tion that provides care and
Everyone involved with
comfort for people who are ter
Michael’s struggle decided his
minally ill.
story should be used to teach
“The first time I met
other people about life and the
Michael, I looked into his eyes
inevitability of death.

MIKE MERSEAL stands in front of a poster advertising the HBO documentary, “Letting Go: A Hospice
Journey ” Merseal’s son was cared for by Hospice before his death

HBO filmed everything
from Hospice nurses providing
aid to Michael at two in the

A HUGE 26"

two item pizza

vipeline

ONLY $20
Plus Four 22oz Soft Drinks

i WeSft

l
l
l
l
l
I
l

drawn at school. On January
6, 1995, HBO filmed Michael’s
last breath.

Piping Hot Combos

I

The Sampler, Taco, Meatie,
Vegi, Chicken Fajita

14“ $11.00
12" $9.00

THE HOTLINE 721-7500

THE HOTLINE 721-7500

Just For Lunch

DELUXE STARLIGHT SPECIAL

Any 12" Two Item Pizza

ONLY

morning, to his seizures, to his
10-year-old sister Krystle
showing him pictures she had

Any 12: two Item Pizza

$6.00

$6.00

Plus one 22oz Soft Drink

Plus one 22oz Soft Drink

l| Ualid After 9 p.m. Only
l1—
ITHE HOTLINE 721-7500

THE HOTLINE 721-7500
DELUXE STARLIGHT SPECIAL

Any 16" Two Item Pizza

Any 10" Sub Sandwich

ONLY $8.00

(Ham, Turkey, Roast Beef)
And a Ten Piece Order of Tricky Stix

ONLY $6.00
'

THE HOTLINE 721-7500

Plus two 22oz Soft Drink
I
I
l

tlalid After 9 p.m.
___________________________________

J-SssS^THE HOTLINE 721-7500]
_ _ ExP,fe» 6/15/96

THE HOTLINE: 781-7500
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Ruling on sex law appealed
Mark Albrecht
for the Kaimin
Attorney General Joe
Mazurek appealed a district
court decision Thursday that
makes Montana’s anti-gay sex
law unconstitutional.
The issue will-now be sent to
the Montana Supreme Court.
Gay rights activists and
human rights activists said
they weren’t surprised by
Mazurek’s decision.
“He’s passing the decision
off to somebody else ” said
Linsey Knight, a Lambda
Alliance member.
According to a press release
from Mazurek’s office, he decid
ed to appeal Helena District
Judge Jeffrey Sherlock’s Feb.
16 decision because courts,
especially lower courts, should
use caution when striking down
laws that are made by the state
legislature.

Sherlock ruled the law
unconstitutional, stating it vio
lated one’s right to privacy. The
“deviate sexual conduct”
statute made homosexual sex
between consenting adults a
felony and carried a maximum
penalty of up to 10 years in
prison and up to a $50,000
fine. However, the law was
never enforced.
But it was challenged by six
plaintiffs who filed a civil suit
against the state which result
ed in Sherlock’s ruling.
Knight said Mazurek’s deci
sion to appeal Sherlock’s ruling
could have a positive impact for
the gay community if the state
supreme court rules the law
unconstitutional. A supreme
court decision would be more
binding than one from a lower
court, she said.
But at the same time, she
worries the recent political
swing to the right might influ

ence the decision.
Knight cited a recent inci
dent in Salt Lake City, Utah,
where officials banned funding
for all school clubs so they
•wouldn’t have to allow any gay
clubs in schools.
Ken Thole, the Montana
Human Rights Network direc
tor for programs, said, “We
anticipated that it would go to
the state supreme court.”
“The biggest disappointment
is the sad scenario that people
had to go to court to get the law
ruled unconstitutional,” he
said.
Even if the state supreme
court rules the sexual deviate
code unconstitutional, the.
Human Rights Network still
plans to lobby at the next leg
islative session to get the law
wiped off the books, Toole said.
“The law still being on the
books has a symbolic nature
behind it,” Toole said.

Concerning U
Friday------------------Spanish Club—
Tertulia/Potluck 7 p.m., all
are welcome to come cele
brate. 1510 Van Buren.

Narnia Coffee House—
538 University, 9 - midnight.
New group- Cozy Emma.
Alcohol and smoke free
alternative. PLUME
Campus Ministries.
Army ROTC Green to
Gold Scholarship

Deadline.
Free Speech Forum—
U.C. Atruim 12-1 p.m.
Discuss anything that’s on
your mind. Sponsered by
Student Activities Board.

International Wildlife
Film Festival— WolfNight,
lectures by Diane Boyd and
Mike Jimenez, wolf biologist;
films, 7 p.m., Urey Lecture
Hall. Call 728-9380 for more
information.
Art exhibit—“Underfire:

A Brief Show of Woodfired
Ceramics” by Landry Deese,
Campbell Mastin, Mike Kurz
and others. March 15-16 in
the Art Annex middle room.
Concert— Jazz Bands I,
II, III, 8 p.m., University
— Theatre. Tickets $3/general, $l/stu dents.

Alcohlics
Anonymous—
Cornerstones Group,
12:10 p.m., University
Center Conference Room.

Saturday-------------Young People’s Young at
Heart Group— 7 p.m., The
Lifeboat, 532 University Ave.
Junior Recital— Ben
Morris, tuba, 8 p.m., free,
Music Recital Hall.

Sunday
Senior Recital— Flutist
Angela Keedy, 8 p.m., free,
Music Recital Hall.

The University of
Lw

l>d

University Center
The University of Montana
Missoula, Montana 59812-1830'
(406) 243-5082

March 4, 1996

Smoke free—Alcohol Free

Dear Campus Community:

NARNIA

««

A

COFFEE HOUSE
The progress of the University Center renovation is moving right along this spring semester.

533 University Ave.
(Use the basement entrance)

T Jser-friendly furniture is on the way for the STUDENT ACTIVITIES LOUNGE.
ompletion of the new MULTI-PURPOSE LOUNGE, STUDY LOUNGE and
CONFERENCE/GROUP STUDY rooms is just around the comer. These rooms will
be available for use as soon as the user-friendly furniture arrives. Upholstered couches and
chairs have been ordered and, with luck on the manufacturing lead times, will be here for
finals. Conference room tables are being custom made and hopefully will arrive this
semester.

C

ow open for business is the FOOD COURT, serving a multitude of meal choices:
Healthy Choice, U See Sweets, Grizzly Grille, Chester Fried Chicken, Soup N Such,
Old El Paso, Arrezzio Italian Cafe, Freshens the Premium Yogurt. (Garden City Greens is
still coming). The Express Window at the GRIZZLY GRILLE allows you to pick up an
order "on the run".

N

nthusiasm over the new DINING ROOM/MULTI-PURPOSE area has been terrific!
A contest to re-name the room will be held later this spring.

E
W
S

ork is proceeding on the new first and second floor RESTROOMS which will soon
be functional.

top in and see the GAME ROOM. Now moved to its new location, it has a stunning
new look and offers a variety of programs and events on a daily basis.

The excitement resulting from the completion of each stage of this renovation has been incredible!
Watch for the Grand Opening coming later this spring and for various contests as we seek new
names for our NEW LOOK.
Meanwhile, enjoy the facility with its updates. And, look forward to the resumption of regularly
scheduled UC programs and events (i.e. concerts, dances, etc...).

On a final note, Rockin Rudy’s has vacated their space in Campus Court. A new tenant is currently
being sought to fill this void.
Sincerely,

K- M. Cotton
UC Director
An Equal Opportunity University

Friday, March 15,
9 p.m.-midnighl

LIVE MUSIC BY:

Cozy Emma
Sponsored bij P.LU.M.E.
(Presbyterian. Lutheran. United Methodist
and f pix-opol Campus Ministries)

TOUR

■

■

NEW ZEALAND
Intersession '96 - '97
Informational Meeting
and

Slide show

Tuesday, March 19th
7:30 p.m.
Science Complex 304
Get on the mailing list at
the meeting or in the
Geology Dept.
SC311 (8-12,1-5)
Tel 243-2341
■

M

Needing strong
spiritual roots?
Tune in....
KTMF (ABC) TV
11 or 23 on Saturday,
March 16,11:30 a.m.

"LOVE IS A BE....
LOVE IS A DO"
A message abour divine Love
by Eanline Shoemake,
Clmsnan Science Bound oy
Lecruneship memben.
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Spirts
UM looks to take
care of 'bigness'
▼Tonight's first-round NCAA
matchup pits Lady Griz against
size, strength of N.C. State squad
.462 from behind the arc and
averaging three treys per
game. With the Wolfpack’s
other guard Umeka Webb
After reviewing the game
averaging 12.6 points per
film of North Carolina State’s
women’s basketball squad, UM game, the Wolfpack’s perimeter
balances out the team’s scale
Head Coach Robin Selvig was
tipping inside force, making for
left with one big impression.
a style of offense Selvig said he
Literally.
hasn’t seen this season.
“They’re really big and
“They’re big and strong like
strong inside — I mean big,”
the (Montana State) ‘Cats
Selvig said. “Not necessarily
inside and they’re as good as
tall...”
anyone we’ve seen — a little
Montana’s first-round oppo
like Oregon State in terms of
nent, N.C. State, will show
personnel,” the coach said.
Selvig’s team what he is talk
With only one senior on the
ing about tonight at 5:00 p.m.
N.C. State squad, the Lady
(MST) when the No. 12-seeded
Griz
may seem to have the
Lady Griz take on the No. 5
Wolfpack in Tuscaloosa, Ala. in benefit of experience in the
game,
but Selvig said N.C.
the first round of the NCAA
State has used the same five
tournament.
starters in every game this
Most of that size is supplied
year against a level of competi
by 6-foot-3 sophomore forward
tion higher than his team sees
Chasity Melvin, who leads the
on a regular basis.
team in scoring and rebound
The Lady Griz will combat
ing, and who tallied 33 and 24
N.C. State’s offense with the
points in the ACC tournament
top field goal percentage
two weeks ago. While she typi
defense in the nation (.329)
fies the “bulk” that Selvig
and the third-best defense,
claimed to be so concerned
allowing opponents just ,55.1
about, he said the Wolfpack’s
threat could just as easily come points per game. UM forward
Greta Koss, the Big Sky’s
from well outside the bruising
Outstanding Player and tour
game he expects in the paint.
nament MVP, leads UM in
N.C. State junior guard
scoring and rebounding and is
Jennifer Howard is ranked
the only Lady Griz to start all
fourth in the nation in 3-point
28 games this season.
goals and percentage, shooting

Thomas Mullen

Kaimin Sports Editor

MONTANA CELEBRATED its eighth Big Sky Championship title in ten years Saturday, when it defeated Weber State. The Lady Griz play Friday at 5:00 p.m. against North Carolina State in tlu. ,a'st round of
the NCAA tournament.

Nonetheless, Selvig set
some unusually harsh stan
dards about the kind of game
his team will have to play in
order to overcome the
Wolfpack.
“We’ve got to play a great
game or we’re going to lose — I
mean that’s all there is to it.”
Selvig said. “You don’t get by
with a mediocre game, other
wise your season is over.”
The game will be broadcast
on KGVO radio (AM 1290).
The winner advances to a
Sunday game against the win
ner of the Appalachian StateAlabama game, which starts
30 minutes after UM-N.C.
State.

Tournament comparisons
N.C. State (19-9,11-7 ACC)
Finished third in the Atlantic Coast Conference this sea
son, and is one of three ACC teams to accept an at-large bid
to the tournament. In 21 years under head coach Kay Yow,
the Wolfpack has made it to the NCAAs 11 times, including
last year’s tournament where it won in the first two rounds,
making the Sweet 16 before losing to Georgia, 98-79.
Tournament Record: 9-10
Montana (24-4,13-1 Big Sky)
Has shown up in the tournament 11 of the last 14 years,
each time by virtue of the automatic bid that comes with
the Big Sky championship. It enters this year’s tournament
as the No. 12 seed for the second year in a row, as it beat
No. 5 San Diego State 57-46 in the first round of last year’s
tournament.
Tournament Record: 6-10

Lady Griz "pretty good"
Montana teams
spring into season
Now that the weather out
side is turning spring-like,
some of the University of
Montana’s spring sports kick
into high gear this weekend.
Here’s a look at what’s going
on where.

Tennis:
The Grizzly men head for
the wild blue yonder when
they travel to Colorado
Springs, Colo., for the Air
Force Invitational. The Griz
play Southern ColoradoFriday
and face Western Athletic
Conference members Colorado
State and Air Force, Saturday
and Sunday.
Montana dropped last
weekend’s match against rival
Montana State, but still owns
a 5-2 record. UM Head Coach
Kris Nord said Montana must
be at its best when conference
tournaments begin.
“We need our players to be
at the top of their games
entering the second half of the
season,” said Nord.

TYack:
A few members of the UM
track team will have to cut
their break between the indoor

and outdoor seasons short. Six
Grizzly squad members will
travel to Tucson, Ariz., to com
pete in the William Williams
Invitational, hosted by the
University of Arizona.
Juniors Cathy Schwend and
Angela Remington will com
pete in the heptathlon. Senior
Dave Macaluso and sophomore
Troy McDonough will repre
sent the Griz in the decathlon.

Golf:
The Lady Griz golf team
gets to see their first action of
the 1996 season against the
Idaho Vandals. The meet will
be March 17 -19 at Lewiston
Country Club, in Lewiston,
Idaho.

Rodeo:
The UM rodeo team gets
their spring season going this
weekend in Bozeman at Brick
Breeden Fieldhouse. The Griz
hope to continue winning, and
possibly challenge for the
National Championship, at
this year’s College National
Finals Rodeo, also in
Bozeman.
—Brian Crosby

Lady Griz had made a believer
When I moved here roughly
out of me. Montana defeated
two years ago, I knew two
Boise State for the 1994 Big Sky
things about Missoula: A River
Championship, and March
Runs Through It was filmed in
Madness had granted UM a
the vicinity, and the university
first-round NCAA, victory over
supposedly had a successful
UNLV, 77-67. Montana finished
women’s basketball team.
the season 25-5, falling just shy
The latter fact I had no
of its second Sweet 16 appear
knowledge of until my high
ance, as Stanford edged UM in
school basketball coach enlight
the second round, 66-62.
ened me. “Well, good luck,” he
Almost two sea
said, shaking my
sons have passed
hand as he sent me
Column by since I first tasted
off to the West. “And
what real women’s
go see a few basket
Nikki
basketball is. And
ball games. I hear
now, as is the case
they have a pretty
Judovsky
every March for the
good women’s team
Lady Griz, Montana
out there.”
is busy preparing for another
Pretty good. It was all rela
NCAA tournament.
tive then. The best women’s
But unfortunately, what also
hoops in my neck of the woods
reappears this time of year is
could only be witnessed at the
University of North Dakota, and difficult to understand.
The Lady Griz have at the
it was only worth the money
head of its success the all-time
when a battle against rival
winningest coach in Montana
North Dakota State happened.
and fifth-winningest coach in
I don’t think even my coach
Division I women’s basketball,
realized the magic the Lady
Head Coach Robin Selvig. It has
Griz displayed. My expectations
were low, only hoping to watch a consistently led the nation in
team with maybe an above aver scoring defense, setting a new
Division I record during the
age record; one that undoubted
1992-93 season in that category.
ly did not live up to the Grizzly
Also, it has won the Big Sky
they donned in their name.
Conference eight out of the last
But within two months of
ten years and has participated
unpacking my suitcases, the

in the NCAA tournament with
the same consistency.
But year in and year out, the
Lady Griz are never regarded as
a contender for the NCAA title
in women’s Division I basket
ball. The latest case of this was
announced on ESPN Sunday
afternoon, when the Lady Griz
were given a No. 12 seed in the
West Regional. As I talked the
matter over with Tom Mullen,
the current sago of the Kaimin
sports section, we agreed:
Montana doesn’t get any
respect. But we couldn’t quite
figure out why.
My only answer to this baf
fling situation is this: those who
determine the seedings have
never been to Dahlberg Arena
and watched the Lady Griz
bring down the roof while the
record-breaking crowds roar
with every play. They have
never seen Selvig unleash his
trademark intensity and wit
ness how his players duplicate
it. And most importantly, they
have never witnessed the heart
with which this team plays.
For if they had, Montana
would have all the respect in the
world, along with a ranking
that’s more suitable for this
“pretty good” basketball pro
gram.
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Biologist says:

Key to conservation
lies in communication
done,” he said.
The concept of conservation
is the urban idea that animals
Communication between gov living in the wild should be pro
tected, he said. In conservation
ernments and local populations
efforts, governments around the
is the key to effective environ^
world created national parks.
mental conservation efforts in
The parks protected land, but
Montana and around the world,
took away territory that native
a retired UM wildlife biologist
populations had relied on for
said Thursday night.
food, he said.
“Both groups have similar
The populations living there
desires in protecting the land,”
became poachers—enemies of
Richard Tabor said. “We have to
the government, he said. He’s
think where we’re coming from
seen the problem in various
and how it will affect others.”
countries, but most poignantly
He calls separate groups
working together toward similar in Taiwan where he traveled to
and studied three times. The
conservation efforts co-manageaborigines still eat the wild
ment. One example is the coop
game that the government
eration between sportsmen and
the Department of Fish, Wildlife would like to protect.
Communication could have
and Parks. The department
manages the wildlife with input helped create a solution before
it became a problem,; he said.
from the sportsmen, Tabor said.
“Legislation isn’t important
Both may be looking at an issue
there,” he said. “By the time
with a different perspective, but
you’re in the mountains .they
share an interest in preserving
(the laws) just get ignored.”
the environment, he said.
The best example of coopera
“We have to be willing to
tion between locajgrpups and
accept other people’s values,” he
the government is in,. , a
said.' “Even as hard as it is.”
Northwestern CanBcJa, Tabor
If Western Montana decided
said. Communit iesjVavejcrgated
to resist boom-bust economies,
small chapters to represent
he said, communities and gov
their interests. The government
ernment could work together to
recognizes the groups apd dis
pass laws protecting the land.
cusses the policies that-would
In 1990 a community in
affect them.
Western Washington proposed
“The government has techni
an initiative limiting the convercal knowledge,”i he said. “And
sion of forested land interestin’
the local people have customs,
estate. It got enough Signatures
values and local knowledge.
to go on the ballot, but couldn’t
They work together, to come up
muster enough votes; he said.
with the best solution;”///
“But it shows that it can be

Jason Kozleski
Kaimin Reporter

Cleaver condemns domestic violence
Lee Douglas
for the Kaimin
The presence of author
Eldridge Cleaver at the
Integrity Forum on campus
next week will bring the issue
of rape to the microphone
along with some radical racial
themes.
Cleaver, who is a former
member ofthe Black Panthers,
raped a series of white women
in the 1960s and is now an
avid spokesman protesting
crimes against women. Cleaver
discussed his criminal mentali
ty with candidness in his book
“Soul On Ice,” written from his
prison cell in 1968, explaining
how he sought to avenge the
crimes committed against
African Americans by white
society.
Bob Luceno, spokesman for

the Integrity Forum, clarified
Cleaver’s approach to his
crimes, “At that time in his life
(white women) personified to
him an opportunity to-strike
back at an oppressive, ruling
white American society who for
350 years had been raping
black women and brutalizing
his own people.”
As Marxists and angry
.African Americans, the Black
Panthers sought to account for
the short-comings ofthe Civil
Rights Movement with mili
tant revolutionary tactics.
Cleaver’s views have since
changed. Today he is no longer
a Communist and is a bornagain Christian. He wears a
crucifix around his neck and a
badge protesting domestic vio
lence.
“After I returned to prison I
took a long look at myself, and

for the first time in my life,
saw that I was wrong,” Cleaver
wrote in “Soul On Ice.” “I had
gone astray — astyay not so
much from white man’s law, as
from being human — for I
could not approve the act of
rape.”
SARS Coordinator Kathy
Joy said Cleaver’s history vali
dates the belief that rape is
not a crime of sex but of vio
lence.
“This is a classic case of an
enraged man using sex as a
weapon,” Joy said.
Cleaver will speak about
racism and reconciliation at
the Integrity Forum through
out the week with Dr. William
Iverson, who works with innercity youths. On Wednesday at
7:30 p.m. in the UC Ballroom,
Cleaver will answer questions
about his life.

8fl kiosk
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment,
investment or related topics before -paying
out any money.

Wanted 100 Students to lose 8-100 lbs.
New
Metabolism
breakthrough!
Guaranteed Results., $29-95,. 1-800-6007389.

Help Wanted: Wordprocessor, p.t/a.m.,
WP51/English proficient. Sent resu.me,
cover letter, typing test to Creative Image,
2330 S. Higgins' Missoula 59801.

LOST AND FOUND

*******models needed*********
Women of UM *
96- ’97 school year
calender. All female students eligible.
Call Jason 542-0854:for details. .

Lost: Pair of Black Grandoe gloves w/red
lining in U.C. on top of mail drop. Please
call 728-4573.

Non-Traditional Students:
Have
questions? Call or come by PHOENIX.
UC209E. 243-4891.

Found 3/8, 9 a.m.: A set or keys in the
women's bathroom of the Liberal Arts
Building. First Floor. Rice Motors &
Marine key chain w/a Nissan logo. Claim
inJoum. 206.

The Selway Lodge is looking for a couple
ASUM Senate opening. Applications
to caretake the Lodge for the summer and
available in ASUM office. UC 105.
Applications due Tuesday, March'19, by - fall of 1996. Must be resourceful and
creative, and appreciate the wilderness
5:00 p’.m.
life. Please call 208-788-4723 for further
information. A resumd will be required.
“I THOUGHT HE GOT JEALOUS SO

Found: 3/7 at Board of Missoula - 6 keys
on initialed key ring. Ca)l Board of
Missoula. 721-7774.

MUCH BECAUSE HE LOVED ME.
NOW I KNOW IT WAS ALL PART
OF THE ABUSE.” Call the Sexual
Assault Recovery Services for support,
information, and resources: 243-6559safe, confidential, 24 hours. Drop-in
hours: weekdays 10-5.

Lost: Bicycle helmet. White w/red cloth
cover, in Joum. 304. 728-6891.
Found: 3/6 biker's light with head straps
On Evans Ave. 549-7073 to ID.
Found: Silver Mexican ring in Fieldhouse
Parking lot. Call Regan at 258-6841.
Lost Green Santa Cruz jacket on March
tot Call 243-1807.

Lost Grey RF.I polar fleece jacket at the
Moose, Tues. 3/12. Reward Rick 5439630.

PERSONALS
Weekend CABIN Rentals. 721-1880.
$20 and up.

Steph, I thought we had a great time!!
What happened? Find out. Tuesday
March 19.7 p.m. UC Ballroom.
TODAY - Free speech forum in the UC
Atrium. 12-1 p.m. Discuss anything
that's on your mind.

HELP WANTED
Summer work in Montana, Idaho,
Washington. Two person teams needed
for refinishing gym floors. Must be neat
and willing to work long hard hours. High
earning potential, training will be
provided. Send resumes by 3/25/96, to
Big Sky Supply, 2304 McDonald.
Missoula. MT. 59801.

UM Productions is currently accepting
applications . for Director: of- UM
Productions. Pick up application and-a
job description in UM Productions (UC
104). Applications are due Monday,
March 25 by 5 p.m. for more information,
call 243-6661.

SERVICES
Custom made bridal gowns, bridesmaid
dresses, alterations, Lori Evans 542-7756.

Computer Repair
Most makes & models
UC Computers
243-4921

TYPING
FAST, ACCURATE. Verna Brown.
543-3782.
FORMS/RESUMES/WORDPERFECT
BERTA 251-4125.
Wordprocessing isn’t our sideline, it’s our
business! Manuscripts to resume prepared
professionally. Creative Image 728-3888.

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS

Affordable used furnijure, desks,, beds,
couches, etc. Household stuff. Third
Street Curiosity Shop, 2601 South Third
West, 542-0097. We buy furriiture, too.

CANOE RACK
Comer of Higgins and Fifth.
“THE BEST PLACE TO BUY YAKIMA”
Complete selections-and best prices.

Hippie van trailer. Cargo or camper.
Perfect for a band. $500. 728-4283.

Ft. Lauderdale for two, $278+ airfare
each. Call Olivia 543-8161.

AUTOMOTIVE
‘86 Mazda RX7, good condition, hew
clutch/tran. Must sell $3100. 549+9845.

RECREATION
TRY KAYAKING
Join the Trailhead oh Sunday's" frdm
10 am. to 12 pm. for oppn boating-at the
YMCA. $5.00 per boat, pr. demo our
boats for free. Begins Feb 25. Call 5436966 for more info. Boat.in the AM. Ski
in the PM.

ORGANIZATIONS
BICYCLES
Get your bike repaired
•*ON CAMPUS**
FAST CHEAP
Quality Service
Michael Harrison
33 Craig Hall, 243-1704.

Criminology Club meeting March 20th!!
LSAT and Law School presentation by
third year law student at The University of
Montana School of Law. 12:00 p.m. in
Sociology Lounge. See you there!

CARLO BUYS

COMPUTERS
EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS
on technologically advanced
hardware and software
Go the SOURCE
UC COMPUTERS
243-4921

Last year Carlo’s purchased over $45,000
worth of clothing from our customers.
Carlo pays up to $15 Levi 501’s. Gap,
Ban-Rep, Rei, Doc. LL Bean, Tweeds.
JCrew. Open daily 11-5:30, Sunday 125. 204 3rd. 543-6350.
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SHAMROCK SPORTS
INLINE SKATES
Rollerblade • Oxygen • Ultra Wheels

Missoula's Largest Selection
Lowest Prices Guaranteed

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS

MOUNTAIN BIKES

Rollerblade 1^1 Bravo Blade

KHS KONA MARIN UNIVEGA NORCO CALOI

We Finance
90 Days same as cash
Full Service Bike Shop

Suggested Retail $199.99

SALE PRICE $157.99

CANOES

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS
Kona Lava Dome

"Sawyer"

Suggested Retail $649.99

Yankee Rebel *16 ft Length • 33 1/4 Beam
Width • 70 lbs • Fiberglass Construction •
Suggested Retail $699.99

SALE PRICE $499.99

SALE PRICE $599.99
SOFTBALL & BASEBALL
WE BEAT ANYBODY’S PRICE
On Bats by Worth • Louisville
• DeMarini • Easton

TENTS
Eureka • Quest • Peak • Texsport

Gloves by: Rawlings • SSK • Easton •
Mizuno • Nocona • Louisville •
Cleats by: Mizuno • Asics • Converse

Reconditioned Tent Blowout
9X12 Cabin
9X9 Dome

11X11 Dome
5’6”X6’6” Dome

SALE
SALE
SALE
SALE

$119.99
$129.99
$149.99

Come in and try Missoula’s
only Indoor Batting Cage

Spring Arrivals
RAFTS
Northwest’s Largest Dealers
Achilles - Avon - Maravia Momentum - Star - Riken
We will beat any price in the state

Montana’s Only Warrantied Service Center

NikeACG
130 W. Broadway • 721-5456
Hours: Mon-Fri 9-6:30
Sat 9-5:30 • Sun 10-5:30

r ”
MasterCard-.

______ y

a

American!
■EXPRESS

Clothing - Hiking Boots - Hats
Guaranteed Lowest Prices

Water Skis

Full Selection of Skis - lllakeboards Kneeboards - Tubes
The Lowest Prices Guaranteed

SALE ENDS
3/17/96

Boxing Equipment
Montana’s Largest
Selection & Best Prices

